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Declaration of Independency and Sovereignty

When in the Course of mankind events it becomes necessary for one people,
We  The  People,  to  dissolve  the  political,  authoritative  bonds  which  have
connected  them with  another  and  to  assume  among  powers  of  the  Earth,
Creation  the  separate  and  equal  station  to  which  the  Laws  of  Nature  and
Nature entitles them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that
they should declare the causes which impel them to separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are endowed with equal
dignity, unity, commonality and godness by Nature with certain unalienable
rights,  that  among  these  are  Life,  Liberty,  Truth,  Love  and  the  persuit  of
Happiness.

That to secure this rights, Society are instituted among Men, deriving their just
power from the consent of the Assembled in the Society.  All men and women
endowed by Nature have the inherent capacity of Sovereignty and possesses
free will.

That whenever any form of government or authority becomes destructive of
these ends, acts against Nature and Natural Law, it is the right of the people to
alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Society, laying its foundation on such
principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most
likely to effect their safety, prosperity and happiness.

Prudence, indeed, will dictate that government long established should not be
changed for  light  and transient  causes;  and accordingly  all  experience  has
shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferble than
to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed.

 
But as now when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably
the same object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is
their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government, and to provide new
guards for their future security.

Such has been the patient of men and women here on Earth, Creation and such
is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former systems of
government and authority. The history of the present corporate system, legal
entity, financial entity, evil and global government and program is a history of



repeated injuries and usurpation's, all having in direct object the establishment
of an absolute Tyranny over men and women, We The People, on Earth and in
Creation.  To prove this,  let  facts  be submitted to  a  candid world,  let  it  be
known by all entities in Creation, let it be spoken, let it be written, let it be
done:

Thirteen target points of abuse to eradicate Nature and the spirit presence of
free men and women:

• This  World Tyranny,  by We The People known as the ”New World
Order”  and  its  dominion,  the  NWO  is  as  mentioned  above  and
exemplified  here  by:  UN-United  Nations,  WEF-World  Economic
Forum, WHO-World  Health  Organization,  IMF-International  Money
Foundation,  European  Union,  All  International  Bank’s,  G20,  G8,
Counsil  of  30,  CIA,  Romeclub,  group  of  Bilderberg  ,  Council  of
Foreign  Affairs,  Vatican,  all  despotive  religious  systems,  NATO,
despotive-Crown’s  worldwide  with  all  its  servants,  and  all  those
Countries, Military and Entities interacting with them in a co-operative
manner, also notice to agent is notice to principal; notice to principal is
notice to agent.

• The  NWO-entity  and  its  servants,  has  refused  its  assent  to  Laws,
Natural Law, the most wholesome and necessary for the public good
and life in whole as it is in Creation.

• The  NWO-entity  and  its  servants,  has  refused  to  pass  Public  good
regulating  Laws,  Resolutions,  Conventions,  etc.,  of  immediate  and
pressing importance, and attend to them and other Laws of importance
for the matter such as the all present Natural Law. This as a whole has
resulted  in  harm and suffering  for  men and women and the  life  of
Nature in Creation.

• The NWO-entity and its servants, has refused its assent to Truth, Free
Will, Freedom of thought,writing and speech, the most wholesome and
necessary fredom for the public good and life as it is in Creation.

• The NWO-entity and its servants, has systematically made the servants
of Justice dependent on its will alone for the tenure of their offices and
the amount and payment of their salaries to provide a system of direct
and indirect corruption in line with the will and intention of the NWO-
entity.

• The NWO-entity and its servants, has systematically made the servants
in media, the voice of data and information, dependent on its will alone
for the tenure of their  offices and the amount and payment of their
salaries to provide a system of direct and indirect corruption in line
with the will and intention of the NWO-entity. That NWO-entity will is
intentionally  turned  against  truth,  free  will,  freedom of  speech  and
freedom of writing and Natural Law.

• The  NWO-entity  and  its  servants,  has  engaged  and  supported  in
Military war activities, intervened in conflicts against the will of We



The People, Intentionally provided economy to Military activities and
actions against the will of We The People.  That NWO-entity will Is
intentionally harming, turned against life, healing, peace and harmony
in Creation.

• The NWO-entity and its servants, has engaged and supported fictitious
money-system’s,  and  by  intimidation  and  coercion  with  tools  as
interest  rate,  loan,  fictitious  ID-control  through  the  fictive  persona
legal system,  unlawful contracting and through banking intentionally
and fraudulently enslaved men and women in Creation in an economic
slave-system.

• The  NWO Entity  and its  servants  have  systematically  engaged and
supported  systems,  legislation,  propaganda,  education,  drug  abuse,
hazard and gaming, racism, the gender movement and LGBTQ, and
other influencing techniques and tools, to dismantle, destroy, diminish,
and annihilate the people's right to peaceful enjoyment of their culture,
their  traditions,  their  natural  family life,  and their  children's  natural
play  and  learning,  and  deliberately  thereby  damaged  the  natural
development of life and prosper of: The Creation - The Nature - We
The People.

• The  NWO Entity  and its  servants  have  systematically  engaged and
supported systems that destroy Nature such as, geo-engineering, gen-
modification of life, corrupt systems of transportation, degradation of
Nature by mining and with farming and foodproduction with poison’s,
all done through political, legislative, leading agendas to deliberately
harm Creation, The Nature and We The People.

• The  NWO Entity  and its  servants  have  systematically  engaged and
supported  systems  that  make  us  sick,  week  and  diminished  from
Nature, using a corrupt health system, providing bad medicine, food-
and  nutrition-information,  providing  us  with  poison’s  in  water,  air,
forest’s, food and expose Nature to harmful radiation. And all through
leading agendas in, direction to deliberately provide unlawful leading
politics and agendas founded by lies and fraud to harm Creation, The
Nature and We The People.

• The  NWO Entity  and its  servants  have  systematically  engaged and
supported systems to develop a  school  with brainwashing agenda’s,
false history, self-studying competitive environment leading to stress,
suffer  and  lack  of  creativity,  to  traumatize  the  child’s  mindset,
diminishing the support and necessity of participation of mother’s and
father’s,  providing  deceptive  and  dis-care  of  language  followed  by
censorship  all  this  made  through  to  deliberately  provide  unlawful
leadership,  politics  and  agendas  founded  in  lies  and  fraud  to  harm
Creation,The Nature and We The People.

• The  NWO Entity  and its  servants  have  systematically  engaged and
supported systems to mislead, prevent and negligate the free will and
free  thought’s.  Its  performance  is  either  actively  pushing  in  a  bad
direction for the Nature,  We The People or is  completely absent  of



societal function in critically important functions for development and
happiness.  Its  conduct  has  been  deceptively  deviant,  passive,
interception  of  mind  and communication,  mind  control,  concealing,
over-shadowing  and  obstructive  in  a  manner  that  has  damaged,
inhibited and suppressed free will, free thought, free writing and free
speech on such subjects  as:  spirituality,  medium-ship,  clairvoyance,
Out  of  body  experience  (OBE),  spiritual  knowledge,  esoteric,
Alchemy, Healing, Medicine, Numerology, Tarot, Astrology & Zodiac.
All this has lead to the diminishing and lack of natural progress for We
The People and our being. All through leading agendas, deliberately
and with unlawfully leading politics and agendas founded by lies and
fraud to harm Creation, the Nature and We The People.

...



Article 1-33

Article 1.
All  men and women endowed by Nature  are born free,  Sovereign,  equal in
dignity  and  rights.  As  part  of  Creation  we are  endowed  with  reason  and
conscience to act towards one another and Creation in a spirit of unity, peace,
commonality and goodness.

Article 2.
All men and women endowed by Nature are born free, Sovereign, equal in
dignity and rights and endowed with infinite rights and freedoms in Creation
conditioned that the equal right of anyone else is not restricted in accordance
with Natural Law.

Article 3.
All men and women endowed by Nature are born free and Sovereign and have
the right to a  life of dignity,  freedom and Sovereignty as beings,  which is
accompanied by full  individual  responsibility for the same. The right to life
and inviolability Is as soon as human life Is present.

Article 4.
All men and women endowed by Nature are born free, Sovereign and possess
free will. The free will of men and women is inviolable. No one shall be held
in bondage, slavery, misery or any other coercion against the free will and his
Sovereignty,  which  each  and  all  individual  Is  right  and responsible  for  to
claim.

Article 5.
No  life  shall  be  subjected  to  torture  or  to  cruel,  degrading  treatment  or
punishment. All life is inviolable. 

Article 6.
All men and women endowed by Nature are born free and Sovereign and have
the right, wherever they are, to be recognized as a man or woman possessing
living spiritual Nature before the infinite non written and everywhere present
Natural Law, and only the Law of Nature, handled by a Lawful Jury of living
Sovereign men and women according to this constitution  and Natural Law.

Article 7.
All men and women endowed by Nature are equal before the Natural Law and
equal part of the Nature  and are entitled without any discrimination to equal
protection of the Natural Law. All men and women by Nature are entitled to
equal protection against any discrimination in violation of this constitution of
the  Natural  Law  Jurisdiction  being  Natural  Law  itself  in  its  infinite  and
unwritten form.

Article 8.
All men and women endowed by Nature has the right to an effective remedy
by the  Assembly and its Natural Law Court of Justice for acts violating the
fundamental rights granted him or her by this constitution of the Natural Law



Jurisdiction being Natural Law itself in its infinite and unwritten form.

Article 9.
No man or woman endowed by Nature shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest,
coercion, trespassing, violence, harm, detention or exile from the community.
Life Is Sovereignty in Nature and Natural Law and shall first be respected
according to the Natural Law itself in its infinite unwritten form, and always
by  the  Assembled  Jury  of  Natural  Law  Jurisdiction  according  to  this
constitution.

Article 10.
All men and women endowed by Nature is entitled in full equality to a fair and
public hearing by an independent and impartial Assembled Natural Law Court
of Justice, in the determination of his or her rights and obligations, what is true
or false,  and create a Lawful verdict of any criminal charge against him or her
founded in the Natural Law Jurisdiction being Natural Law itself in its infinite
and unwritten form.

Article 11.
All  men and women endowed by Nature,  charged with  a  penal  offense  is
presumed  innocent  until  proved  guilty  according  to  law  in  an  Assembled
Natural Law Court of Justice, at which he has had all the guarantees necessary
for  his  righteous  defense  according  to  the  Natural  Law  Jurisdiction  being
Natural Law itself in its infinite and unwritten form.

Article 12.
No  man  or  woman endowed  by  Nature  shall  be  subjected  to  arbitrary
interference with his or her  privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to
attacks upon his or her honour and reputation all that can  be  considered as
property or your area of responsibility. Every man and woman endowed by
Nature has the right to the protection of the Law against such interference or
attacks and also, possesses his own right of defense in accordance with the
Natural Law Jurisdiction being Natural Law itself in its infinite and unwritten
form.

Article 13.
All men and women endowed by Nature has the right to freedom of movement
in Nature-Creation in accordance with Natural Law.  

Article 14.
All men and women endowed by Nature, are Sovereign by birth and are free to
create in the  Creation, for which they are fully responsible. The free will of
men  and  women  can  never  occur  coerced,  why  Source  always  shall  be
responsible for what is created and done.

Article 15.
All men and women endowed by Nature, have the right of belonging. No one
shall be arbitrarily deprived of his belonging or denied the right to change his
being  in  Creation  in  accordance  with  the  Natural  Law  Jurisdiction  being
Natural Law itself in its infinite and unwritten form.



Article 16.
All  men and women endowed by Nature reaching an age of maturity in a
community, have the right to coven promises, engage and to found a family,
without limitation. Partnership of individuals shall be entered into only with
the  free  and  full  consent  of  the  intending  induviduals.  The  foundation  of
family is a natural and fundamental part of a society and Nature. 

Article 17.
The one that create is the one who possess responsibility for what was created.
All claims comes with corresponding possessiveness of responsibility. Nature
can not  be owned but  claimed-possessed and  managed-by every man and
woman endowed by Nature. No Man or woman shall be arbitrarily deprived of
his or her property and possession.

Article 18.
All  forms  of  thinking,  conscience,  comprehending  and  inner-standing  of
Creation are peaceable expressions which are of service to life and Creation
itself. All men and women who are endowed by Nature have free will, free
speech,  free  thought,  free  writing,  free  creating,  for  which  they  are
correspondingly responsibel for.

Article 19.
All men and women endowed by Nature has the right to freedom of opinion
and  expression;  this  right  includes  freedom  to  hold  opinions  without
interference and to seek, receive and impart information, ideas through any
media,  regardless of frontiers. 

Article 20.
All men and women endowed by Nature has the right to freedom of peaceful
assembly  and  association.  No  one  may  be  compelled  to  belong  to  an
association.

Article 21.
All men and women endowed by Nature  has  the  right  to  take  part  in  the
government  of  his  or  her  community,  directly  or  through  freely  chosen
representatives.  All men and women has the right to equal access to the co-
operative public services in his or her community. The will of the people shall
be  the  basis  of  the  authority  of  the  society or  any  other  steering  body
appointed by the people. This will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine
elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by
vote or by equivalent free voting procedures in accordance with the Natural
Law Jurisdiction being Natural Law itself in its infinite and unwritten form.

Article 22.
All  men and women endowed by Nature have the right to create in Creation
and create covenant in accordance with the Natural Law Jurisdiction being
Natural Law itself in its infinite and unwritten form.

Article 23.
All  men and women endowed by Nature  have the right  to be without any
discrimination. All men and women endowed by Nature have the right to just



and favorable covenant generating for him or herself and his or her family an
existence worthy of human dignity and supplemented, if necessary, by other
means of social protection.

Article 24.
All men and women endowed by Nature, has the right to rest, leisure, art and
inner-being by free will and fully respect in accordance with the Natural Law
Jurisdiction being Natural Law itself in its infinite and unwritten form.

Article 25.
All men and women who is endowed by Nature has the right to strive for a
standard of living adequate for the health of himself or herself and of his or her
family, including food, clothing, housing, medical care and necessary social
services, and the right to  equal  security in the event of sickness, disability,
widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his or
her control.

Therefore, and as a consequence, every individual in society is important in
participating,  contributing  and  take  responsibility to  the  reduction  and
prevention of  such insecurity  in the lives  of  other  fellow human beings  in
accordance with the Natural Law Jurisdiction being Natural Law itself in its
infinite and unwritten form.

Motherhood  and  childhood  are  entitled  to  special  care  and  assistance.  All
children,  whether  born  in  or  out  of  wedlock,  shall  enjoy  the  same  social
protection in society  in  accordance with the Natural Law Jurisdiction being
Natural Law itself in its infinite and unwritten form.

Article 26.
Every  man  and  woman  endowed  by  Nature  has  the  right  to  education.
Education shall be free, elementary and fundamental. Elementary education
shall be compulsory. Further education may be general, interest-oriented and
shall be generally available. Higher education shall be equally accessible to all
on the basis of merit.

Education  shall  be  offered   respectfully  to  the  full  development  of  the
individual.  It  shall  promote understanding of the Creation,  life and Natural
Law.

Parents have the prior right and responsibility to choose the type of education
and upbringing their children will receive to enable them to develop and attain
their fullest potential  in  accordance with the Natural Law Jurisdiction being
Natural Law itself in its infinite and unwritten form.

Article 27.
All men and women endowed by Nature has the right to freely  participate in
the  cultural  life  of  the  society,  to  enjoy  the  arts and  share  scientific
advancement and its benefits.
All men and women endowed by Nature has the right to his property interests
resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production of which he or she
is the creator to create and express  freely in accordance with the Natural Law
Jurisdiction being Natural Law itself in its infinite and unwritten form.



Article 28.
All men and women endowed by Nature is responsible for ensuring and is
entitled  to  a  society   in  which  the  rights  and  freedoms  is  founded  in
accordance with the Natural Law Jurisdiction being Natural Law itself in its
infinite and unwritten form. This constitution is a written form of guidelines to
fulfill that.

Article 29.
All men  and  women  endowed  by  Nature  is  essential  to  the  community.
Without his participation the free and full development of his individuality can
be limited as well as the development of the society.
In the exercise of his or her rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject
only to such limitations as are determined by The Natural Law and its society
Assembly interpretation of it.

Article 30.
Nothing in this articles 1-33, declaration of Independence and this Constitution
may be interpreted as implying for any State, government body, secret agency,
political,  religious  or  military  organization,  powerful  company,  group  or
human being any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act aimed at
the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set forth herein.

Article 31.
Any attempt diminishing the Natural Law to written form, shall be considered
as fraud by will and processed in accordance with the Natural Law Jurisdiction
being Natural Law itself in its infinite and unwritten form.

Article 32. 
Any attempt to harm Nature shall be consider an action to be  processed  in
accordance with the Natural Law Jurisdiction being Natural Law itself in its
infinite and unwritten form.

Article 33.
All life is inviolable and is to be revered.

…

Natural Law

.



Constitution of: The Republic of Natural-Law 

We The People, endowed by Nature, as an Assembled society and  of several
Assemblies  united  by  Natural  Law and  the  The  Council  of  the  Republic,
constitute the Republic of Natural Law. We constitute society in accordance
with The Natural Law, this Declaration of Independence and this Constitution.
That  to  ensure  domestic  tranquility,  peace,  general  welfare,  liberty,
sovereignty  and posterity  in  accordance  with the  infinite  Natural-Law and
Nature.

Section 1. 1. All legislative powers hereby granted is
to be authorized through the decision by the 
Assembly-Assemblies and-or the referendum by We 
The People in the Republic of Natural Law.

Section 2. 1. Fictitious organizations, entities or creations 
shall not appear in a Society of Natural Law though 
it is not Nature.

Section 3. 1. Any Assembly who declare  Independence, 
Sovereignty and participate in forming, constitute 
this constitution of the Republic of Natural Law 
shall consist of minimum, 169, One-hundred-sixty-
nine free Sovereign men and women in a roll voter 
list.

2. Every Assembly shall elect minimum Two 
fiduciary representatives to serve society in the
Council of the Republic of Natural Law.

3. Every Assembly that is bigger with the scale 
factor of 13 can elect three, four or five fiduciary 
representatives, FR, to represent the Assembly in 
the Council of the Republic in accordance with:
169 2 FR-elected
169*13=2197 3 FR-elected
169*13*13=28561 4 FR-elected
169*13*13*13=371293 5 FR-elected

 

4. The same fiduciary representatives can be elected 
to a total maximum of 3, three, serving periods of 
seven years.

5. Every Sovereign man and women in society 
represented in the roll voter list possess the right 
making motions to the Assembly.



Section 4. 1. All Assemblies are self-govern and Sovereign in 
accordance with the Natural Law, this 
constitution and this declaration of independence.

2. There shall be a minimum of, 13, thirteen 
Assemblies to fulfill this constitution to form 
A Council of the Republic of Natural Law in 
accordance with this constitution and Natural Law.

3. All propositions from The Council of the 
Republic of the Natural Law must pass through the 
body of the Assemblies with a 7/9 majority to be 
valid and gain legislation.  It can also be valid by 
pass through a referendum with a 7/9 majority of 
the whole roll voter list of the Republic. 

4.All covenants and voting records in the the 
Council of the Republic are advisory until the 
Assembly perform decision.

5. The Assemblies are decision-making bodies.

6. The Referendum of the Republic of Natural Law
is the highest decision-making body.

7. All decision-making bodies uses only qualified 
majority 7/9 of votes to approval.

8. All Assemblies constitute its governance with 
regulations and routines as decided in accordance 
with Natural Law, this declaration of independence 
and this constitution.

9. Every Sovereign man and woman carries in 
private capacity responsibility to participate in the 
society through vote and submit motions to the 
Assembly, to sustain Sovereignty, equality and 
direct democracy in its living society.

Section 5. 1. When vacancies happen in the representation 
from any Assemble, the  Council of the Republic of 
Natural Law thereof shall issue writs of election to 
fill such vacancies and announce this in Public and 
to the Assembly of concern within a month.

2. The Council of the Republic of the Natural Law 
shall constitute its own routines for vacancies for its 
activities.

Section 6. 1. The Fiduciary representative’s are the speaker’s 
for their Assemble and as such they have the duty to 



bring their Assemble motions into the Council of 
the Republic of the Natural Law.

2. The elected fiduciary representatives shall 
constitute the Council of the Republic of Natural 
Law and its organization in accordance with Natural 
Law, the declaration of independence and this 
constitution.

3. The fiduciary representatives are the 
communicators for the Council of the Republic to 
their Assemblies and shall bridge and connect all 
the interaction, communication, information 
necessary.

4.  The Fiduciary representatives are obliged to 
participate in the Council of the Republic, in voting, 
debate and the Council’s process.

5. The Fiduciary representatives are obliged to 
participate in the work of the different committee if 
elected in at least one committee and at most 3 
committee’s.

6.  The Fiduciary representatives are obliged to 
participate in the work of the precedence of the 
Council if elected to.

7. Every Fiduciary representative of their 
Assembly is empowered in accordance with this 
Constitution and their Assembly to summon their 
Assembly for the transaction of negotiations.

Section 7. 1. The Council of the Republic of Natural Law, 
shall constitute its presidium, processes, routines 
and forms according to Natural Law, the declaration 
of independence and this constitution.

2. Officers of the Council and its presidium shall be 
elected first by the fiduciary representatives of the 
third electoral period, secondly from the second 
electoral period, thirdly from the first electoral 
period.

3. The Council of the Republic of Natural Law shall 
constitute routines, regulations for all its meting-,
working-processes.

4. The Council of the Republic of Natural Law shall 
meet for business at least twice a year with a six-
month interval between meetings.



Section 8. 1.  The Council of the Republic of Natural Law 
shall constitute no less than , 13, thirteen, working 
committes which shall prepare proposals for 
consideration by the Council. 

2. Every working committe shall constitute 
nessecary regulations and routines for its work and 
meeting procedures in accordance with Natural 
Law, this declaration of independence and this 
constitution.

Section 9. 1. The Council shall constitute at least 
13, thirteen, working committes as follow:

1.   Committee of Justice
2.   Committee of Trade & Resources
3.   Committee of infrastructure & 

Communikation
4.   Committee of Education
5.   Committee of Health
6.   Committe of Foreign Office & Affairs
7.   Committee of Security & Safety
8.   Committee of The Constitution & 

Natural Law Jurisdiction
9.   Committee of Social & Society
10. Committee of Environment & Ecology
11. Committee of Research & Development
12. Committee of Domestic’s
13. Committee of Culture & History

2. Every Committee constitute its regulatios and 
routines for operation in accordance with Natural Law,
this declaration of independence and this 
constitution.

3. Every working Committee shall concist of at least 
five, FR, fiduciary representatives by which one elected as  
Adjudicator and one elected as Secretary.

4. The Committee's shall prepare the received motions to be 
acknowledged by the Council of the Republic of Natural Law 
and then become a final proposition to be processed  and 
decided by the Assemblies or the referendum of: We The 
People.

...


